Interview with Samantha A. Gregory, Author | Coach | Speaker
What is the name of your website?
It’s called Rich Single Momma. It all about managing money, momdom, and moods. It is all
done through articles, videos, and the occasional professional or celebrity interviews.
What motivated you to start RichSingleMomma.com?
I started this site as way to motivate myself during my temporary unemployment and other
single moms who want to live a better life. I wanted to share my experiences and show them it’s
possible to have a successful life without depending on child support or government assistance.
How long has the site been active?
The site has been active since 2008. I started it when I was in between jobs.
Are you a single mom?
Yes. I have been a single mom since 1996
How did you become a single mom?
I had two unplanned pregnancies that essentially changed my life and made me a better
person.
How many children do you have?
I have two beautiful children, ages 14 and 10
What makes your site different from other single parent websites?
My site is different because it goes against the typical focus on the negative aspects of single
motherhood. It sets a positive tone and encourages single moms to focus on looking forward
to a brighter future instead of dwelling on all the things that are going wrong in their lives today.
Too many single mom sites are filled with angry single moms who can’t get past blaming their
ex for all the problems they are having. They also focus on seeing the glass as half empty rather
than half full. I wanted to create a site that celebrates the accomplishments of single moms and
hopefully be a catalyst for positive change.
What would you want your readers to come away with?
A sense of courage and motivation to go out and create the kind of life they want. Whether it’s
going back to college, changing careers, or starting a business the single moms who visits the
site will find motivation to succeed.

Do you have any other websites?
I have a digital media and publishing company at http://liberatedladymedia.com as well as
general encouragement site called Single Moms Rock. My freelance business writing and

technical editing website is samanthagregory.com/techeditng
Where do you see yourself in five years?
I see myself married but still motivating and encouraging single moms to create and live their
best lives.
What do you want for your children?
I want my children to become loving, well-adjusted citizens of the world. It is my job to prepare
them for adulthood and success in life and relationships. I’m training them now to work in
business and cultivate wealth.
What is your level of education?
I have a B.A. degree in English and Communications
What do you in the “real world”?
I am also an author, conversation starter (motivational speaker), and workshop facilitator. My
latest book is No More Crumbs: How to Stop Dating (and Mating) for Crumbs and Get the Cake
You Deserve in 10 Crucial Steps! I published it through my media and publishing company. I
speak to girls and teens, college students, and women’s empowerment, as well as corporate
groups.
My new signature program is The Relationship Vision Party. It all about helping women set
their vision for healthy romantic partnerships as well as finances and self-development. It’s like
a vision board party but there are the three specific points of focus to really define what each
woman’s vision for her life will be for the future.
How can people contact you?
I can be reached through my websites or via email samantha (at) liberatedladymedia.com
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